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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is a report for COPPER ROSE ZAMBIA (CRZ) for the period January to
December 2016. The report encompasses all activities, achievements, challenges
and lessons learnt for the rest of the year. The year kicked off with a volunteers
training workshop, which ran over two weekends in the months of January and
February. It was preceded by some outreach in schools through the CANDID PRIDE
CAMPAIGN which kicked off at Ngombe Primary School and then spread to Chaisa
Primary School. The campaign started with Lusaka and went to as far as Kitwe this
year, with a menstrual hygiene workshop with pupils at SOS children’s village.
The first quarter of the year saw the start of a program, the WOMAN4HER sanitary
scholarship program designed to keep girls in school. We started with a cohort of 13
pupils from Chongwe high school who are still on board up to this date.
In the last quarter of the year was the launch of ZANE WOMENS EMPOWERMENT
PROGRAM an empowerment program which aims at giving women a skill to sew
handmade washable sanitary napkins and learn about menstrual hygiene
management.
1. INTRODUCTION
According to the strategic plan which was formulated by the management committee
last December, it was decided that 5,000 sanitary napkin packs be distributed to girls
in schools by the end of December 2016 through the CANDID PRIDE CAMPAIGN.
Through the WOMAN4HER Project, it was also decided that vulnerable girls in
school be put on a menstrual hygiene management scholarship. Finally, a women’s
empowerment program was added to the calendar for the quarter end of the year.
2. PROJECTS
2.1 VOLUNTEERS TRAINING WORKSHOP
The volunteers training workshop was held in January and February 2016 over two
consecutive weekends. This was done to train the new recruits; Adolescent Health
Educators (AHE’s) who are young people (male and female) aged between 16 and
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23. The workshop trained 10 AHE’S and 7 volunteers who have been working with
us and was held at BONGOHIVE in Kalundu, Lusaka.
!

!

The main objectives of the training workshops were to acquaint all the volunteers to
the organization and to teach them on various topics that will be useful in their work
with us.
The topics covered were;
•

HIV/AIDS + STI’S

•

MENSTRUATION+HYGIENE PRINCIPLES

•

CONTRACEPTIVE USE

•

CERVICAL AND BREAST CANCER

•

PROSTATE CANCER

•

HOW TO BUILD RAPPORT

•

PERSONAL BRANDING AND LEADERSHIP

•

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

•

PUBLIC SPEAKING
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It is important to note that one of the AHE’s withdrew from the program due to family
constraints. However, we can safely say that this workshop was a success! All the
volunteers are now more knowledgeable about sexual and reproductive health and
are confident to speak when we go to schools for outreach).

!
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2.2 CANDID PRIDE CAMPAIGN
Candid pride gave us a huge opportunity to reach out to over 2000 pupils both girls
and boys in Lusaka and the copper belt province. With the help of several corporate
and individual sponsors, we not only gave awareness about menstrual hygiene
management but distributed sanitary kits as well.
In the sessions, some of the girls didn’t understand the seriousness of hygiene
based on the type of questions they asked in the beginning. It was exciting to note
that they were more confident at the end of the sessions and are now able to count
their dates based on the menstrual cycle.
Towards the end of the year we introduced hygiene product distribution to the boys
as well, to give them a sense of belonging on our programs and workshop
2.2.1. NGOMBE PRIMARY SCHOOL
On 5

th

February 2016, we had the pleasure of taking the candid pride campaign to

Ngombe primary school. This was done in conjunction with MANDA HILL MALL
management who donated hygiene packs for about 900 girls and boys. The girls kits
contained sanitary napkins, roll-on deodorant, lip gloss, soap and shaving sticks
while the boys kits contained soap, Colgate toothpaste, shaving sticks and roll-on
deodorant.
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This outreach was very insightful not only because it was the first time we were
partnering with a big company but also because it was the first time that it occurred
to us that we do need to incorporate small gifts for the boys in our item distribution.
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2.2.2. CHAISA PRIMARY SCHOOL- WOMENS DAY!

!

Amazing women from Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) came together to celebrate
women’s day with us and the girls and boys from Chaisa primary school. This activity
th
was done on 8 March 2016. We did the usual menstrual hygiene workshop with
the girls and had separate sex education with the boys from about 9-12 hours. It was
very humbling to have the school allow us to visit the school on a holiday and even
more exciting that the pupils were willing to come to school.

The head of the delegation from PWC-Chosani Mbewe, who is the Tax manager at
the organization, came with two other ladies who donated 2packets of stay free pads
to each of the 200+ girls. The team also gave their encouragement and motivation to
the girls through active participation in the small group sessions. Total number of
people reached at this event was about 500; 150 boys and 300+ girls.
Picture below shows the PWC ladies with Chosani on the far right.
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2.2.3. SOS CHILDRENS VILLAGE, KITWE

!

The CRZ team had the opportunity to travel to Kitwe to spread the love to girls and

boys at SOS children’s village to commemorate Youth day. Chipambaniso Chongo
Munyonzwe who mobilized women from Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) to raise
money for sanitary napkins for underprivileged girls made this possible.
Due to the cost of travel, we only sent 4 members of the team from Lusaka to do all
sessions. For the first time, we had several girls who were pre-pubertal and instead
of sending them away, we created a group for them and spoke to them with an
empowerment and motivational session that was appropriate for their age. In
addiction to the quality time spent with them, we gave them one bar of Romeo
beauty soap each, which we also gave to the boys. About 120 bars of soap were
given in total.
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70 girls received a three-month supply of disposable pads at the end of the day.
There were about 100 left over and these were reserved for distribution to other girls
in Lusaka and other areas.
We are grateful to the ZRA team for their kindness and compassion towards our
vision.
The picture below shows the ZRA team with Chipambaniso on the far right.
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2.2.4. CHAMBA VALLEY PRIMARY SCHOOL
We took time to visit chamba valley primary, a school located about 30km from the
heart of Lusaka. It was a great honor for us in that despite the school being in
Lusaka, the school lacked basic knowledge about menstrual hygiene management.
Our visit imparted a lot of information to over 300 boys and girls at the school which
made a huge difference in their quality of life. We also distributed sanitary napkins to
the girls lasting about 3 months for each girl. Seeing the pupils take so much interest
in learning about menstrual hygiene management put satisfaction to us.
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3. WOMAN4HER SPONSORSHIP PROJECT- CHONGWE HIGH SCHOOL

!

WOMAN4HER is a supportive and awareness project aimed at addressing the need
for support to underprivileged girls when it comes to menstrual hygiene management
as a component of women empowerment. The goal of the project is to create a
sustainable solution to the lack of access to proper menstrual hygiene products
among girls from economically challenged communities. WOMAN4HER targets
women, as the core drivers of this initiative because they know exactly what it is like
to have your period and what it would be like to lack basics needed to be productive
whilst on their period. Despite having that name, it is not only biased towards women
but it welcomes the idea of having men on board because we know very well that
men may have daughters, sisters and cousins who are still affected by menstrual
issues. The cost of sponsorship is only K65 for monthly support and K250 for annual
support.
So far we have 13 girls on the program from Chongwe High School.The first cohort
of girls in Chongwe have had their bimonthly sessions since March and delivery of
monthly supplies.
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4.0. MENSTRUAL HYGIENE FUNDRAISING WALK
Still on the candid pride campaign, CRZ took to the streets the Campaign to raise
awareness on menstrual hygiene and fundraise for our girls in the 'Keep a Girl in
School by Supporting Menstrual Hygiene Campaign'. The team alongside our wellwishers and volunteers walked a 10Km (6.4Mile) stretch from Addis Ababa Round
About up to East Park Mall.
The response was overwhelming. We had a lot of people donating and also getting
to chat with us about menstrual hygiene management.
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4.1. THE MENSTRUAL HYGIENE DAY WALK-28TH MAY
We joined the world in commemorating menstrual hygiene day on the 28th May
whose theme was “menstruation matters to everyone everywhere”. On this day, we
hosted a walk whose aim was to break the silence and increase awareness about
menstrual hygiene management. We partnered with UNICEF, MoGe, Toilet Yanga,
Manda hill mall and Wateraid Zambia. Over 500 people from different walks of life
took part including girl guide Zambia and pupils from invited schools. The walk was
successful because not only did we enlighten the passersby, several local media
both radio and tv covered the event.
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5. TEAM BUILDING WORKSHOP
In readiness for the empowerment project, the copper Rose team took time to have a
team a series of 3 team building workshops. This included a pad-making session,
ball games and lots of fun and games. An opportunity of learning how to sew
washable sanitary napkins in order to share the skill everywhere especially in the
under privileged areas was accomplished.
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6. ZANE WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM
In October, we launched an empowerment program in Zambia’s mazabuka
district. After having a huge survey in the area, we identified a community
called Lubombo where we started the project. We therefore trained 12 ladies
in the community on menstrual hygiene management with sessions that
included understanding menstrual cycle and myths. Most importantly, the
ladies were trained on a skill of hand sewing washable sanitary napkins that
they would also use to teach the entire community using available old local
materials.
So far the project has been successful with the team of trained ladies
reaching out to over a 100 women in their community teaching them about
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menstrual hygiene management, sharing the skill and also selling the sanitary
napkins at an affordable price.
Not only that, this project aims at setting up a sanitary napkin machine in the
community enhancing the empowerment. The machine is yet to be set up by
March, 2017.

!

!
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7.0 ACHIEVEMENTS
•

Launched a 2 new programs- in addition to the CANDID PRIDE
CAMPAIGN, We sucessfully launched the WOMAN4HER Sponsorship
Project that will see long term follow up on our girls and have more
meaningful impact on communities and the ZANE WOMEN’S
EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM that aims at empowering women in Zambia
through sexual reproduction and health menstrual hygiene management.

•

Partnerships with the corporate world have been created. These will be
very helpful because we can now reach out to the target groups even
without raising the sanitary napkins ourselves. Furthermore, they will be
very helpful with regards to connecting us to other benefits from the
companies.

•

We recruited a new crop of volunteers and trained them on sexual and
reproductive health. This new crop is God sent; they are some of the most
dedicated, talented young people in Zambia. We are never short of
facilitators and moderators to be mentors for our adolescents. Our CEO
and volunteers Coordinator will also be mentoring these volunteers to
ensure that they do not neglect their own personal development as they
reach out to communities.

•

We successfully joined the world in commemorating the menstrual hygiene
day and increased awareness about menstruation matters in Zambia.

8.0 CHALLENGES AND DIFFICULTIES
•

Fundraising and publicity. There is need to scale up efforts in these areas so as
to increase income that will see us reaching out to more remote parts of the
country.

•

Transport was also a difficulty encountered. There is need to start lobbying for a
bus/ car that will transport volunteers to and from the catchment areas, this will
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make work a lot easier and reduce running costs especially on long distance
trips.
•

We have made several applications to local and international organizations for
grants for many of our projects. Which we will use to build decent toilets in
schools in rural Zambia. Looking forward to a positive response soon.

•

We started the distribution of locally made washable sanitary napkins in
Mazabuka and hoping to extend further in 2017

9.0 CONCLUSION
We would like to pass our sincere gratitude to you our partners, for your continued
support and dedication towards our vision. We are glad that 2016 has been an
amazing year and we look back and are proud of our sacrifices and ourselves. To
you all who spared their time and money for this cause, we say thank you.
Looking forward to more achievements in the year 2017!!!!

REPORT COMPILED BY; MABLE KIPENDA, ADVOCACY AND TRAINING LEAD
REVIEWED BY NATASHA SALIFYANJI KAOMA CEO, COFOUNDER
COPPER ROSE ZAMBIA
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